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Abstract

• Monadic (descriptive) profiling is a commonly used sensory method in food industry to describe product sensory

characteristics. Usual recommendation is to use a panel of trained panelists, generally with around ten people

and to assess the products at least in duplicate to get robust average estimates[1]. In practice, in order to

optimize the use of the panels, the necessity of duplicates was challenged. This work presents a comparison of

results obtained with one vs. two assessments, based on 15 studies (Table 1) featuring at least 8 products,

representing diverse product categories, diverse panels, a total of 380 attributes and 2836 comparisons of

product pairs.

• It is shown that average estimates are very similar for one vs. two assessments: correlations are very high for all

attributes that discriminate products. It is also shown that 85.5% of pairwise comparisons lead to the same

conclusions for one and two assessments. The remaining 14.5% are showing no systematic trend (i.e. 5.4% more

discriminating for one assessment vs. 8.3% more discriminant with two assessments).

• As a conclusion, one assessment is considered sufficient in various cases.

Conclusions
According to these results, one assessment is generally sufficient to have a robust conclusion. In the following 2 cases, we strongly recommend the usage of

only one assessment in order to optimize the usage of the panels:

• Sensory profiles assessing products that were designed using sound Design of Experiment (DoE) techniques: the effects of factors are anyway based on

several products (i.e. the difference between the means of product and not the difference between 2 products) and therefore the repetitions brings less

information than the evaluation of a few product more.

• Sensory profiles are used to correlate with other factors (ex: consumers liking), as in this case the importance is the “story” the sensory tells and this is

unchanged with 1 or 2 replicates as shown by the very high correlations between one or two assessment for average estimates.

 

Table 1: main characteristics of the 15 studies

ID Nb panelists Nb products Nb attributes

Avg 11 17 25

1 12 8 17

2 11 9 20

3 12 9 30

4 11 11 23

5 11 11 23

6 8 12 41

7 9 12 21

8 11 12 14

9 12 13 22

10 12 15 17

11 12 18 23

12 9 24 59

13 12 26 24

14 12 36 24

15 11 42 22

Figure 1: Association between the Pearsons’ correlations coefficients between the estimated

product averages for one vs. two assessments (Y) and the square root of the Fisher value to

evaluate the Product effect in the 2-way ANOVA with the product (fix) and subject (random) effects

(X). Each dot corresponds to a sensory attribute (380 attributes in 15 total studies)

In figure 1, one can see that there are in majority high correlations between the estimated product

averages for one assessment and the estimated product average for two assessments. Lower

correlations (less than 0.8) are associated with small F, in other terms with non-significant

attributes. Therefore, having only one assessment enables then to draw similar conclusions on

significant attributes than using two assessments.

Correlations between 1 vs. 2 assessments for average estimates

Table 2: Contingency table based on 76116 pairwise comparisons

coming from 15 studies *n.s: Non significant result, significance

level has been set to 5% (LSD post-hoc comparison)

Table 2 quantifies the consistency of the results obtained for each

comparison of two products (namely A and B) between one and

two assessments. Globally, in 85.5% of the cases, conclusions on

the pairwise products are similar between the full dataset and the

dataset with only the first replicate.

Out of the 14% 5.4% are more discriminating for one assessment

and 8.3% are more discriminant with two assessments

Consistencies between 1 vs. 2 assessments for pairwise product comparisons
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